Visit the Online Discussion:  
https://multiplex.videohall.com/blogs/20

Visit Information for Presenters:  
https://stemforall2022.videohall.com/pages/about/for-presenters

View last year’s Recognized Videos:  
https://stemforall2021.videohall.com/presentations#/winners/id=winners

Webinar Chat

Kathryn Hobbs : The slides will be available with the recording on our website.

Elaine C : Greetings from Elaine Craft, Florence-Darlington Technical College, SC

Faiza P : Good afternoon everyone!

Faiza P : Is a Loom video acceptable?

Cherilynn M : How is a co-presenter defined? Is it someone who appears in the video? or collaborators on the project?

Chris C : How do we add a co-presenter now if not added at submission?

Barbara H : Can we obtain data about the number of hits on our abstract or video?

Andrea B : Can anyone submit a video on behalf of a presenter?
Kathryn Hobbs: A co-presenter is anyone on your project team, often leadership. We recommend around 5, no more than 8. These should be anyone that will login during the Showcase week to participate in the discussion with your video.

Karen P: Have co-presenter ‘invites’ gone out on your end that need to be accepted — and if not when does it go out so we can tell people to look out for it in their emails?

Kathryn Hobbs: You add co-presenters during submission — it is a step. You will supply email addresses to invite them and they can then complete their bio info.

Faiza P: Can you give us an example, I do not understand.

Kathryn Hobbs: Once you invite a co-presenter and they login, they can help you submit presentation info and upload your video.

Ruby B: Are co-presenters required?

Kathryn Hobbs: @Faiza - an example of what? Sorry, lots of questions.

Kathryn Hobbs: Co-presenters aren’t required, but many projects have them.

Faiza P: an example of a video because if we are not to use pp or pics etc what are we to use?

Ruby B: Are you required to have co-presenters?

Erik R: Can videos be submitted with CC?

Kathryn Hobbs: @Faiza - Jim will describe more about videos soon. Hopefully that will help. If not, ask again 😊.

Faiza P: Ok, thanks :)

Audrey M: will you share slides after presentation?

Kathryn Hobbs: @Erik - please send us a message at our contact address and we can work something out.

Erik R: OK

Kathryn Hobbs: Yes, slides will be posted with the recording and available tomorrow.
Ruby B: can videos be submitted without Co-presenters

Audrey M: thank you Kathryn

Kathryn Hobbs: To see examples of videos in last year’s Showcase, you can use the links toward the bottom of our home page.

Cathryn T: Can I register myself as a co-presenter or does my lead presenter have to do so?

Joyce M: Is it too late to register a co-presenter?

Kathryn Hobbs: Your lead presenter should login (starting March 1) to add you as a co-presenter. I can also assist if you have any trouble - just send a message to our contact address.

Eva T: What were the mean and median number of posts each video got?

Kathryn Hobbs: Co-presenters get added during the submission steps by the lead presenter (March 1-Apr 20). Adding them sends them an email invite they use to login and complete their bio information.

Cathryn T: great, thanks!

April J: My lead presenter (not here now) says she can’t log in... will she be able to starting March 1?

Kathryn Hobbs: Eva - we have those numbers. Send us an email and I’ll be happy to give them to you.

Barbara H: Has anyone before had a DoD funded project??

Kathryn Hobbs: @April - it’s best to login starting March 1 because the submission isn’t ready yet. (She can login now, but co-presenters, etc. isn’t available). If you/she need any help, please reach out to our contact address.

Kathryn Hobbs: @Barbara - DoD is new this year, but we have 2 registered projects.

April J: ok, she told me she didn't see an actual login tab, because she had wanted to check the abstract or something.

Pamela S: I’m sorry for asking this again, but how are co-presenters named so that they receive an invite to register?
Kathryn Hobbs: Yes, we don’t make the login tab too accessible this early as it confuses people that are just visiting the site, etc. Starting March 1, when you click ‘submit video’, it will prompt you to login (and create a password if needed).

Lizhen C: @Kathryn Hobbs, could you share the video template link in the chat?

Kathryn Hobbs: @Pamela - the lead presenter will login starting March 1-Apr 20 One of the steps for submitting the video is to invite co-presenters (by providing an email address). The invite provides a link for them to use and login to help with submission, etc.

Pamela S: @katheryn hobbs - Thank you!

Kathryn Hobbs: @Lizhen, sorry. Are you referencing the NSF template?

Andrea B: Could you post links in the chat?

Kathryn Hobbs: All of the information for Presenters can be accessed on our Info for Presenters page: https://stemforall2022.veohall.com/pages/about/for-presenters

Rebecca S: stemforall2021.veohall.com for last year’s videos

Lizhen C: @Kathryn, Joni mentioned there is a video template. Maybe this is it

Kathryn Hobbs: @Lihen, sorry. Missing some as I multitask! The template and lots of into is all available on the Info for Presenters page: https://stemforall2022.veohall.com/pages/about/for-presenters. The direct link to the NSF logo disclaimer template is: https://s3.amazonaws.com/veohall-prod/7bb1e48a587657996a02f94cfc23c305/system/comfy/cms/files/files/000/000/073/original/NSFdisclaimer_template.pptx

Barbara H: do we have to add the STEM for ALL NSF disclaimer as well as our own funding agency?

Lizhen C: @Kathryn, thank you. You're awesome responding to all questions

Kathryn Hobbs: @Barbara - good question! No, the NSF info is REQUIRED for all NSF FUNDED projects. For other agencies, you should provide what they require. Here is a link to more info: https://stemforall2022.veohall.com/pages/about/crediting-funders

Barbara H: Thanks...we have our own wording that we have to add!

Kathryn Hobbs: Thank you! If I miss any, please don’t hesitate to email!
Joni Falk: To see recognized videos from last year go to: https://stemforall2021.videohall.com/preentations#/winners/id=winners

Eric P: What is the max resolution accepted when submitting the video on your website?

Eric P: Perfect, thank you.

Lisa L: We’ve used one smartphone to record video and another to record audio using the voice memos app. Works pretty well.

Andrea B: Any tips for recording interviews in Zoom or other video conferencing tools?

Kathryn Hobbs: You can see all of the videos that received ‘recognition’ in 2021 here: https://stemforall2021.videohall.com/presentations#/winners/id=winners

Barbara H: Any digital resources for eliminating background noise?

Joni Falk: Thanks Kathryn for providing the correct URL to recognized videos.

Subha K: https://stemforall2021.videohall.com/presentations#/winners/id=winners

Subha K: s was missing in what Kathy typed.

Nuria J: Is captioning required or recommended? If yes, do you have applications to recommend?

Kathryn Hobbs: @Nuria - we will add captions to all videos after they are submitted.

Lisa L: Are we submitting in MP4 or another?

Michelle B: Thank you all! :)

Leah W: That was fantastic, thank you!!

Kristen W: This was very helpful, thank you!

Mary B: Thanks! I look forward to sharing the slides and these tips with my colleagues!

Fernando V: Thank you!!

Alisa O: thank you
Kristen R : Thanks!

Gabriela R : Thank you!

Ayanna S : Thank you for the information!

Ann P : Thanks very much!!

Jamelle E : Thank you. This was very helpful.

Claudia L : Very helpful. Thank you!

Faiza P : what about loom recording

Jackelyn R : Thank you for this webinar!

Lee C : thank you very much

Kathryn Hobbs : Please don’t hesitate to email us or post to the discussion more questions or tips!

Subha K : Thanks Joni, Jim and Kathy.

Ho L : Thank you. Very helpful!

Kelly C : Can you repeat the list of Zoom alternatives for remote video capture?

Barbara H : also any recommendations for projects with multiple grade areas and facets to the project?? Thanks for feedback!

Karen W : Thank you

jennifer K : Can you give resources for the stop animation, and the other methdd that were on that slide

Erik R : Thank you, Joni, Kathryn, and Jim!

Kareen S : Can we submit multiple versions of the video? In case we have to change something based on the feedback received

Sarah H : `thanks
aujanee y : Thank you!

Ann P : Will this recording be available

Theresa R : Can you give resources for the stop animation, and the other method that were on that slide

Faiza P : Thank you much, bye...

Barbara H : Thank you so much...very helpful discussion!

Lizhen C : Thank you!

Lee C : thank you very much for the information

Nicholas W : thank you!

jennifer K : Thanks!

Rodney N : Very informative THANKS

Rebecca S : Thank you!

Lucy Y : Thank you so much!

Lauren B : Thank you!

Theresa R : Thank you

Rahman T : Thank you!

Connie F : thanks. Very helpful

Kareen S : thank you!

Karen R : Thank you!

Charles W : Thank you

Cathryn T : thank you!
Cynthia O : THANK YOU

Opeyemi A : thanks

James C : Thank you: Joni, Jim, and Kim! Thank you, everyone!

Nancy C : Thank you very much

Lucy Y : Excited!

Leah W : Energized!

Nancy C : 👍👍👍

Opeyemi A : happy

Kareen S : Can’t wait!

Alisa K : Intimidating

Theresa R : Well informed

Ann P : Excited, but a to try to do

Olushola O : Empowered

Barbara H : Very helpful! Thanks.

Fonya S : This was great

Olushola O : Fired Up

Cherilynn M : Like a I need to find my video-savvy colleagues...

Danielle D : Thank you! Motivated!

James C : Fantastic presentation! Stem for All Video Showcase always incredible!

Margaret C : thank you for all the pointers!!!